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Book “KATZscan of Islam” has no analogs. It consists of truthful scientific research of Quran and Hadith as
well as 80 sharp cartoons, 600 aphorisms, barbs, jocks, satirical boomerang against hatred and medieval
intolerance.

There is no explosion more dangerous than the explosion of truth.

All aphorisms and cartoons are my commandos armed with arrows of satire to fight the swine flu of
islamofashism. 

Dear Readers, I excavated an ancient military manual, no surprise it smells quite peculiar.

Islam is a war, Quran is not a peace, ISIS is a way to Apocalypse.

God did not create me to be Moses, but he did create me to be Ilya Katz, God offered me a chance to be a
fighter and I couldn’t turn it down.

In a fearful time, I try to be one of the fearless.

I do not know how to use weapons. I am a religious man, but nobody can stop me from shooting satirical
arrows into indecent creatures.



This book is my satirical stake in the rotten body of resurrected Islamofascism.

Like cancer, which must be radically treated before it metastasizes; the roots of medieval evil must be pulled
out before they sprout branches.

 I am trying to disgrace, degrade and diminish overblown demonical  jihadists-cannibalists to the level of
blood thirsty rats and cockroaches.

It is not recommended to look into the muzzle of the loaded gun, but try-open this book. 

Please study my aphorisms and cartoons in daytime; it is too scary to do so at night.

If we will not understand the urgency of our situation with the help of brains, later it will be too painful to do
it with the other parts of the body.

Gloves off, America! Time to stand tall in defense of our values, our civilization and the future of our
children. 

“If not we, who else? If not now, then when?”

                                                                                          Professor ILYA KATZ, 

                                                                                           Satirical Crusader
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From reader reviews:

Viola Coghlan:

The book KATZscan of Islam: World's largest encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1 can give
more knowledge and information about everything you want. So why must we leave the great thing like a
book KATZscan of Islam: World's largest encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1? A few of
you have a different opinion about reserve. But one aim which book can give many facts for us. It is
absolutely proper. Right now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, you
could give for each other; you could share all of these. Book KATZscan of Islam: World's largest
encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1 has simple shape but you know: it has great and large
function for you. You can seem the enormous world by wide open and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

John Lopez:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content. As
it is known to us that book is very important usually. The book KATZscan of Islam: World's largest
encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1 was making you to know about other information and
of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The reserve KATZscan of
Islam: World's largest encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1 is not only giving you
considerably more new information but also to be your friend when you truly feel bored. You can spend your
own spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship with the book KATZscan of Islam: World's
largest encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1. You never really feel lose out for everything in
the event you read some books.

Wm Schroeder:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the concept KATZscan
of Islam: World's largest encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1 suitable to you? The particular
book was written by famous writer in this era. The book untitled KATZscan of Islam: World's largest
encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1is one of several books which everyone read now. This
particular book was inspired a lot of people in the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new
way of measuring that you ever know ahead of. The author explained their idea in the simple way, so all of
people can easily to be aware of the core of this e-book. This book will give you a large amount of
information about this world now. So you can see the represented of the world in this particular book.

Denise Kerrigan:

You can find this KATZscan of Islam: World's largest encyclopedia of insults against Islamofascism. Vol.1
by browse the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it may to be your solve problem if you get
difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only simply by written or printed and
also can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era like now, you just looking from your mobile



phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own personal ways to get more
information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make your knowledge are
still upgrade. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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